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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
The question as to what is the best type of education for
Aboriginal people has often been asked. There was a time when
European educationalists spoke about looking for Aboriginal
opinion as if there existed only one opinion and that this could
be discovered by patient enquiry. Fortunately the diversified life
styles of Aboriginals are now recognized and provision to meet a
variety of educational and training needs is in hand. Dhupuma
College sees itself as an important and exciting part of this total
educational programme for the Aboriginal people of Eastern
Am hem Land and Groote.

Transitional Concept
The introductory year to college life with its problems of
homesickness, strange faces in a strange place can be quite a
traumatic experience for many a child European or
Aboriginal. The last few years has seen a more stable group of
youngsters in this phase. It is obvious that the preparatory work
done by staff in contributing centres for nominated students is
thorough. Support from parents is also more vocal and firm
than in the early years of Dhupuma's history. The cumulative experience of college staff has made school programmes varied,
interesting and relevant. The task of creating self motivation is
difficult but at times staff are heartened by the obvious development in this area.

Supporting Role for High School Students
For Aboriginals to become a self managing self sufficient
people they need a range of communicative and technological
skills. The European High School holds the key for the attainment of many of these skills. It has been pleasing to
see so many of o ur senior students m ove into further vocational training programmes. H owever the threatened
closure o f Dhupuma, an increase in academic standards for entry to High School and the exit of a significant
group of students into training positions has left the college with its smallest group of students at High School for
several years. Nevertheless we believe that this is only a temporary occurrence and that 1980 will see a consolidation of this work.

New D evelopments
In 1975 the College Principal became concerned about where the programmes offered by Dhupuma and
Nhulunbuy Area School were leading fo r the AbOriginal student. Many parents believed that by sending their
children to Dhupuma that they would return in a short period of time as qualified tradesmen, technicians, nurses
or teachers. Whil e a full High School education is a necessary prerequisite for further vocational training, th e obvious expectation held by many parents was that Dhupuma could and would perform this vocational training
function. This misunderstanding was a ca use of concern to Dhupuma staff as it was so obvious that th e price of
an away from home education was costly (both monetary and culturally) and for it not to produce th e results
desired by parents should not be left unchallenged . Appli cation for permission to supplement the existing
Dhupuma programme with vocationally oriented courses was fought with governmental department demarcation problems, review of residential colleges investigations, further reviews and investigations until late 1978. At
this tim e permission to offer a sho rt term course in small engine operation and maintenance was granted. This
was soon followed by another decision - Dhupuma should close! Ironically this last deciSion perhaps was what
was needed . Th e reaction generally from con tributing centres was strongly against the closure of the college. Th e
first short term pre-vocational course proved very successful. The government revi ewed its decision to close
Dhupuma and current plans are now to redevelop it both for its secondary educational programmes and TAFE
work.

Social D evelopment
The social development programme has been strengthened in the past 12 months with the appointment of
additional social development staff. The problems of homesickness can be partly affected by th e provision of a
wide variety of social experien ces within the total college programme. Hobbies, sports, excursions, student committees, films, youth groups all play their part in the personal development of the child . They also assist in th e
creation of a cohesiveness and good morale within the student body. The feeling and belief that each student is
at the college for a purpose and it is the responsibility of each student to apply himself to the fulfilment of that
purpose is seen as an outcom e of a strengthened social development programme.
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation to my staff who after a demoraliSing 6 months of not knowing if the college would continue to fun ction have fully recovered and optimistically are planning and working
towards a far wider range o f educa tional and training programmes. The official announcement on July 1st that
TAFE programmes would be supported at Dhupuma has provided a new birth for the college and so we look
fo rward in th e coming years ahead to Dhupuma being an effective and respected Regional institution serving th e
education/ training needs of Abo rigin al people o f Eastern Amh em Land and Groote Eylandt.

N. BARRY
Principal
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NHULUNBUY AREA SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
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DHUPUMA STUDENTS AT N.A.S.

Evelyn Djotja

Kara Rami

Laurie Williams

ELCHO ISLAND

ROPER RIVER

MAN IN GRIDA

Margaret Dipulpuy

David Malati

ELCHO ISLAND

YIRRKAlA
Sheila Bajaljal

MAN IN GRIDA

.....
Renelle Gandjitjwuy

Paulina Boyan

Paula Roberts

ELCHO ISLAND

ELCHO ISLAND

ROPER RIVER
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Ricky Gurruwul

ELCHO ISLAND
.., .

Anita Thompson
ROPER RIVER
"TOP DHUPUMA STUDENT"
NHULUNBUY AREA SCHOOL 1979
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Stephanie Daniels

ROPER RIVER
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Brian Gayrnuniny

Jimmy Djipu

~
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Karen Rogers

ELCHO ISLAND

YIRRKAlA

ROPER RIVER
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DHUPUMA SCHOOL STUDENTS

William Cooper

Joanne Wilson

Peter Dhawalpandi

MANINGRIDA

MANINGRIDA

lAKE EUEllA

Toni Bonson

Anderson George

Julieanne Rogers

MANINGRIDA

ROPER RIVER

ROPER RIVER

Rosita Gurrtali

Dawn Daniels

Marjie Daniels

MANINGRIDA

ROPER RIVER

ROPER RIVER

Godfrey Blitner

Wendy Wanymalka
YIRRKAlA

MANINGRIDA

ROPER RIVER

Cliff Richard
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DHUPUMASCHOOLSTUDENTS

Sandra Mandjiwuy
ELCHO ISlAND

Jeffrey Badul
LAKE EUELLA

Larry Lakarriny
ELCHO ISlAND

Rhonda Roberts
ROPER RIVER

James Ouamirma
MANINGRIDA

Jimmy Ojakandara
RAMINGINING

Robyn Pascoe
MANINGRIDA

Frances Joshua
ROPER RIVER

Nelson Gumbuli
ROPER RIVER

Beverly Oaynunngu
ELCHO ISlAND

Yvonne Ojupa
ELCHO ISlAND

Rena Billy
ROPER RIVER
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Timmy Nanyin
ELCHO ISLAND

Peter Farrell
ROPER RIVER

Kathy Natjina
YIRRKAlA

Sylvia Gunanu
YIRRKAlA

Valmai Roberts
ROPER RIVER

Roger Thompson
ROPER RIVER

Alan Joshua
ROPER RIVER

Maryanne Thompson
ROPER RIVER

linda Carter
MANINGRIDA

Tony Djalung
YIRRKAlA

John Ralkurru
YIRRKAlA
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Sammy Balarrkba larrk
ELCHO ISLAND

Natalie Wilson
MANINGRIDA

Evelyn Joshua
ROPER RIVER

linda H uddleston
ROPER RIVER

Marion Weigama
MANINGRIDA

Mackie Roberts
MANINGRIDA

Lora Harrison
ROPER RIVER

Dianne Wilson
MANINGRIDA

Dale Pascoe
MANINGRIDA

Judy Dingle
ROPER RIVER
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DHUPUMA SCHOOL
1979 Report:
[t is with a great deal of pleasure that [ am writing this
report. [ had a very pleasant year with the students in my
capacity of senior teacher. The students this year were a very active and enthusiastic group of people. We had students from
Roper River, Galiwinku, Maningrida, Yirrkala and Ramingining.
[ hope that those students return and maybe next year we will
have students from other areas as well.
We are also very proud of the fact that sixteen students from Dhupuma school will be attending NA.S. in
1980. This is an increase from numbers previously sent. We are very proud of these students and hope they will
have a happy and successful year, next year.
The school this year had a few new things happening which we thought made education for the students
more interesting as well as being good for their academic progress.
We were very lucky to have House Parents coming down
to the school to help the teachers and students, Colleen
Thompson, linda Rooney and Margaret Fennell were the most
involved and they came down one afternoon per week. These
people came down to assist in the capacity of parents. This often
happens in European schools and settlement schools and we
were grateful for their interest and assistance.
We also introduced withdrawal classes which helped students in the class. Withdrawal classes were small groups of students who got additional help.
Electives were a lso introduced. These classes were special subjects that the students selected to do that
were not offered in school time or after hours. It was an opportunity for students to learn something that may interest them but may also be helpful in helping out the students to combat boredom when home. Subjects offered
were Pottery, MUSiC, Gymnastics, Photography, Magazine and Gardening and Odd Jobs.
This year was also filled with many other activities. We had many Arts Council visits that were
held at Dhupuma, NAS. or Yirrkala. The most popular was "Pippy's Circus".
Sports activities were also numerous. There
were the Intercollegiate Sports at Yirara, Gulf Sports
at Numbulwar and also Softball, Soccer and Netball
trips to various venues. We did not win them all but
we put in a good effort.
This year seve·ral students also went to
Goulburn for a cultural visit. Mr Robert and Ms
Morgan took these students and they had a most enjoyable and educational trip.
I would also like to thank Dennis Daymbalipu
and Eva Rogers in their work as Teaching Assistants.
Thank you all once again for an enjoyable year.

Jeanne Arnold
Teacher-In-Charge
Dhupuma School
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WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
David:
"I went to see the teacher in
Grade One. She introduced
me to the kids in her class."

Jimmy:
"D.AA. was just perfect, the right job for
me. I think my mother is very proud of me."

Stephanie:
"Tracy was shoWing me how to use
the Telex, photocopier and the
telephone switchboard. I did a lot of
typing."
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Excursion:
"On our first visit to
DaIWin we learnt
about many
different places for
employment and
training."

Anita:
"I was surprised to know the
switchboard could ring
anyone."

/

Paulina:
"At the hospital I worked at five different
jobs."
13

SHORT TERM COURSE:

BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
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EX-STUDENTS

Wayne Kala Kala
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT
Dhupuma College

Paul Gumana
TEACHING ASSISTANT
Dhupuma College

Dennis Daymbalipu
RECREATION ASSISTANT
Dhupuma College

David Warraya
POSTAL ASSISTANT
Nhulunbuy Post Office
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Albert Warinymarr
POSTAL ASSISTANT
Nhulunbuy Post Office

A LETIER FROM:

Joan Djamalaka
TRAINEE NURSING AIDE
Alice Springs Hospital
Hi Everybody,
My name is Joan Djamalaka. I am an Ex-Dhupuma
student. I an in Alice Springs Hospital doing my Nurse Aide
training and I am really enjoying it. There is so much to learn.
When I finish this course I hope to get a Nurse Aide job in
Darwin or Gove.
I hope that one day one of you might try and do the same
kind of training. This is only for the sake of our people.
That's all,
Joan Djamalaka

Albert and David at work in the Nhulunbuy Post Office with Mr John Johansen -

Postmaster.

A lETfER TO EX-STUDENTS.

One of the most rewarding aspects of my visits to communities is my meeting with ex-students. You have
always welcomed me most warmly and have gone out of your way to show me your work and at times to show
me around your community. While not every ex-student is in employment the ones I have met have been using
the skills learnt at Dhupuma to help their relatives and/or community in some commendable way.
In one of my letters to ex-students I have extended an invitation to revisit Dhupuma at a convenient time.
Many have done this. These visits have helped me to keep in touch with you and to discuss with you your plans
for further training. Our present hope of developing a range of training programmes at Dhupuma will, I hope
enable the College to continue its assistance to you.
Many have written to me and have been able to publish some non-personal letters in "Gulgular News" so
that other ex-students may know what you are doing. I trust that we can continue to develop this form of
communication.
I have been greatly encouraged when communities have nominated ex-students to represent them in
meetings of community representatives at the College. This shows the trust that communities are prepared to
place in the College's graduates. It is my hope that the experiences and education that you received at Dhupuma
will prove to be the starting point for further training that will enable you to playa significant part in the social and
economic development of your group or community.
Please find the time to write or visit as our interest in you has not stopped simply because of your leaving
Dhupuma.
Kind regards and keep trying.
Neale Barry. Principal
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DHUPUMA BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION:
Dhupuma's Own
Basketball Competition

Anita shoots for two points.

The winners -
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Anita's team.

H igh flyers in the centre.

Ricky Gurruwul,
Best M en's Player.

Billy's team: The winners.
Paula races away.

Up there Cazaly!

Eye on the ball.
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1979
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTION:
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INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTION
1979:
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Poetry:

The Aboriginal Arts Board has
commended these poems.

Mackie

The Moon

In the night there's peace and quiet,
See the birds snug in their warm skin
See the baby birds asleep in their nest
so that no harm can come to them.
And when it's daylight, it brings out the sunshine.
Then it will light up the world,
So the birds will fly around
To get their warm food .
And baby ones will talk to their mother.
and when it gets dark,
The birds go back to bed
Peace and quiet.
Mackie Roberts

The moon rose beyond the dead volcano mountains,
the moon glassing,
The water like glittering mirror blooming
White and blue magic.
The moon rose beyond the edge of
Sea silvery the land with magic
Shadows of black pandanas,
The sea searching the horizon ,
The ocean shore hissing of spray,
dies hush of the night.
Moon was full and its light lay
in silver bands across the pandanas mats,
Smashing of the angry storms,
Pacific sailing canoes,
Sailed towards the round silver moon.
Paulina Boyan

Waves

When the waves are rough and splishing,
splashing, splashing.
A fish is jumping up and down from
here to there.
A boat is sailing across the ocean,
Passing a land,
Leaving it silently.
Sea awake.
It is splashing all over the boat
Far across the sea.
It goes there
It goes big.
And not . . . splish, splash.
Jumps the fish ,
And the boat leaves the sea, and the
waves ashore,
And now the waves are silently sleeping
forgetting about the boat,
And the fish is now awaiting
When a boat will go to the
dark blue sea.
by Dianne Wilson

Blue Fish

Hunting for Kangaroos

A Blue Fish is a fish
that lives in the sea.
Every morning the little blue fish
comes out of the water to see
if the sun is up.
When the sun is up
The Blue Fish goes back to the
Deep blue sea.

When you go hunting
You are a kangaroo.
Big legs,
Two ears,
One tail,
Not like you.
by Peter Farrell
by Evelyn Joshua
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Student Driver Education:

Girl's
Brigade

Nhulunbuy Youth Club: Gymnastics
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1979:
HOUSE SPORTS
Weekly
Competitions
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JUNIOR
SOCCER
Boys in Gove
Teams for
Northern
Territory
Junior Soccer
Championships.

Under 16 Boys:
Second place in the
Gove competition.
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in Gave
for NT.
mary School
11
hampionships.

Jill Harding: "Best and Fairest Player" , Gove Netball 1979.
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BASKETBALL:

Dhupuma Under 16 Girls:
Champions of Gove
Junior Basketball.
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1979 PRESENTATION NIGHT AWARDS
List of Prizes
ACADEMIC
Secondary:

Top Girl High School Nabalco Award
Top Boy High School Nabalco Award
Most Improved Girl, Mr and Mrs Greg Walker

Anita Thompson
Billy Mangatjay
Sheila Bajaljal

TRANSITIONAL
Exceptional Academic Progress (Transitional),
Mr and Mrs Greg Walker
Top Girl Transitional Nabalco Award
Top Boy Transitional Nabalco Award
Most Improved Girl, Mr Jack McInnes
Most Improved Boy, Mr Jack McInnes
Special Transitional Class Award
(T.I.c. School)

Judy Dingle
Wendy Wanymalka
Dale Pascoe
Rosita Gurrtali
William Cooper
Kathy Natjina

OTHER
Outstanding Citizen (Boy) , Gove Hire Services
Outstanding Citizen (Girl), Gove Hire Services
Leadership and Responsibility (Girl), Tom Beecroft
Leadership and Responsibility (Boy) , Principal
Sportsman of the Year, Mr K Pittman
Sportswoman of the Year, Mr K Pittman
Sportsmanship (Boy), Mr and Mrs Gunning
Sportsmanship (Girl), Mr and Mrs Gunning
Special Sports Award (Boy), Lion's Club
Special Sports Award (Girl), Lion's Club
Activities Award (Boy) , Bank of N.SW.
Activities Award (Girl), Bank of N.SW.
Yirrkala Business Enterprises
The Ronald and Catherine Berndt
Prize for Poetry
Special Leadership Award,
Peter and Lorraine Allen
Annual House Competition
Dhanbul Award - Cultural Activities
Dormitory Prize

Albert Warinymarr
Stephanie Daniels
Laurie Williams
Roger Thompson
David Warraya
Karen Rogers
Dale Pascoe
Frances Joshua
Sammy Balarrkbalarrk
Lora Harrison
Godfrey Blitner
Toni Bumgla
Paul Yawunydjurr
Peter Farrell
Anita Thompson
Sammy Balarrkbalarrk
Green House
Beverly Daynunggu
Godfrey Blitner
Paulina Boyan
William Cooper
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STAFF: 1979
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"Uncle" Doug Grandin
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STAFF: 1979
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,
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STAFF: 1979
Teachers
Neale Barry
Peter Allen
David Saxby
Alan Arnott
J eanne Arnold
Lorraine Allen
Patricia Joy
Gerry Franklin
Vicki Harrison
linda Shannon
Irene Morgan
David Brailey
Herb Stender
Ian Robert
Eva Rogers
Paul Gumana

Social Development
Roger Pink
Nev Thompson
Colleen Thompson
Joy Thompson
Elsie Taylor
Jill Harding
Margaret Gayirrirrngu
David Anguradja
D0Ug Grandin
linda Roon ey
Chris McIntyre
James Marawili
Jack Dangatana
Jacob Lansen
Wayne Kal a-Kala
Dennis Daymbalipu
Margan.! Fennell

Office
Elaine Barry
Robert Winny
Maiya Prior
Dorothy Walliker
Cheryl Amott
Kerry Middleton

Industrial
Tony Parker
Margaret Rigby
Gina Evans
Tom Beecroft
Tom Renton
Bill Russell
Steve Szabo
Ray Taylor
Bev Balpalwngu
Kathy Daymuni
Djandi Yunupingu
Nancy Gundimulk
Nancy Gaymala

Kitchen
Ken Pittman
Elaine Pittman
Monica Schwarzkopf
Jennifer Dhuwanydjika
Betty Gaypurring _
May Djukana
Susan Watjalkarra
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